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Top reviews The latest top reviews The latest top reviews image not available forColour: Image not available forColour: © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. ou ses filiales. © 1996-2020, Amazon.com, Inc. o afiliados. Todos los derechos reservados. Overall score 9.2PROS:Good for leaf green – The only drawback is that the feeder's throat is
very narrow and you have to cut leaves into smaller pieces. Very easy to clean – everything can easily fall apart and the juicer comes with a cleaning brush. The average cleaning time reported by the owners is about 5 minutes. Very quiet – Many users have reported that the juicer is very quiet. CONS:A lot of pulp in the juice – When
juiced soft fruit or vegetables, there is more pulp than usual and the foam stays in the tube. Not suitable for soft fruits – owners have reported that the snail is clogged when juiced soft vegetables such as pears and apples. Price – For those who aren't sure what to look for or those who aren't sure if they can stay with healthy juice habits,
the Omega J8006 looks expensive at first glance. There's a reason Omega J8006 is Amazon's best-selling juice juice bite. It has a ton of positive reviews and every juicy enthusiast, even those who choose a different juicer, are aware of its professionals. But what is special about the fact that it does not apply to other juicers? Let's face it,
there is no juicer on the market that fits everyone's needs and meets everyone's needs. Some are better for soft fruits and vegetables, others for leafy greens, while some are best suited for hard foods. You need to think about what you're going to use the juicer for before you buy. The reason Omega J8006 is the best-selling mastic juicer
on Amazon is because it's multifunctional. It does a great job of succulating soft and hard foods as well as leafy greens such as wheatgrass, spinach and celery. And you can even use it as a grinder to make your own nut butter or nut milk. Omega J8006 is for advanced users that is regularly juicy daily and does not spend a few dollars
more in exchange for quality. Those who appreciate the consistent quality juice with more nutrients will love the juicer. It is also suitable for those who want not only a juicer, but an all-in-one food processor for cooking butter, homemade pizza and powderseeds and spices. Omega's best-selling juicer deserves to be at the top. It is definitely
the best mastentsafter on the market and a perfect fit for your kitchen arsenal. Omega J8006 FeaturesBest Seller on its 4.5 out of 5 stars based on more than 3 thousand reviews, it is considered the best mast more entss. Runs at slow speedCompared to the other juicers that process at speeds such as 1,650 to 15,000 RPM, Omega
J8006 speed is 80RPM. The slower system does not mean longer juice time, but more efficiency and Juice quality. Higher juice qualityThe slow speed protects the juice from oxidation and prevents degradation up to 72 hours. The natural color, taste and appearance of the juice remain while the foam is disposed of. Dual-Stage Juice
ProcessingEs is designed to mimic the chewing mechanism of humans. First, the fruits and vegetables are crushed and then pressed. This system produces a higher juice yield compared to juicers with centrifugal and grinding mechanisms. WarrantyWith a 15-year warranty, you are sure to get the best quality on the market. Last updated
on June 22, 2019SummaryReview date 2016-12-09Reviewed Item Omega J8006Author Rating 5Editor Choice ←Previous 1 2 3 ... 8 Next→ Visit the Help section or contact us Bitrix24 is a leading free cloud, mobile and on-premise (open source code) project management solution used by over 4 million companies worldwide. Unlimited
tasks, projects, Gantt diagram, task dependencies, time tracking, resource planning, offers, invoicing management - FREE! English, German, Portuguese, Spanish, Chinese, Russian and many other languages are supported. Are you looking for the best project management software for your company? You're lucky! We have simplified
the task and combined 41 project software and tools into a comprehensive list. Take a look at the top features, prices, and special features of the tools — and find a solution that's right for your business. 1. Scoro Scoro is a comprehensive solution that combines all the features you need in the project management software: projects &amp;
tasks, contact management, offers, team collaboration, billing and reporting. Top Features: Projects with subtasks and deadlines Real-time KPI Dashboard Shared Team Calendar &amp; Meeting Planning Contact Management Time tracking and billing for Work Detailed reports on project progress and finance quoting and invoicing with
preset templates The special thing about this tool: Scoro helps you optimize your overall work progress so you don't have to use many different tools for each task. All important information is stored in one central location. Prices: Starting at 26 X user/month Try Scoro for free for 14 days 2. ProofHub ProofHub offers a replacement for
traditional e-mailing and a number of other tools that integrate multiple project management features under one roof. Top Features: Assigned User Roles Online Team Discussions and Chats Task Delegation and Assignments Reporting and Tracking Project History Secure File Storage What's special about this tool: ProofHub has a simple
and well-designed user interface that allows the helps to work together more efficiently. Prices: From 20 USD/month (up to 10 projects) to 150 USD/month (unlimited projects) 3 USD. Basecamp Basecamp is the preferred tool for thousands of project management teams that enjoy the modern social media-like interface and carefree team
collaboration. Enjoy. Top Features: Multi-user work message boards management projects to discuss new projects or ideas In-app collaboration with Team Reporting on Project Performance Separate Dashboard to view email and desktop notifications For customers The special thing about this tool: Basecamp is free for teachers and
students! Price: 99 USD/month for unlimited users Read more: Basecamp Alternative for Project Management and Collaboration 4. Asana Asana combines elements of project management, file storage and collaboration and helps manage projects in a team without email. Top Features: Divide your work into tasks and assign them to team
members, organize your tasks into roadmaps and schedule projects Review milestones, and review your team's progress Learn about project updates Use project dashboards to get a quick overview of what's special about this tool: Asana is a truly easy-to-use tool with a simplified layout. If you're a small team with not too complex
projects, take a look at it. Prices: Free for up to 15 members, Premium from 8.33 USD user/month Check out this Asana alternative! 5. Podio Podio is a flexible and highly customizable online hub for work and team communication. Top Features: Assign tasks, attach files and discuss details within the Share Encrypted &amp; Large Files
solution Automate sales pipelines, project budget tracking, and more Get an overview of the company with visual dashboards Automating your workflows What's special about this tool: Podios workflow feature allows you to add Podio apps if-this-then-that logic. For example, instruct your app to create a task or comment when an item is
created or when a specific update is made to an item. Prices: Starting at 24 USD month/user for full suite of features 6. Workzone Workzone was built by experienced ad execs who wanted to help agencies and creative teams get insight into all their work. Top Features: Personalized, Custom Task Lists Create subtasks and task
dependencies Setting permissions for specific users (including clients) to access projects, tasks, and files Quickly status vision with Gantt diagrams Assigning people to more than one task The special feature of this tool: Workzone has many powerful features, but is easier to use than more complex tools. Workzone is for the entire team.
Prices: 24 to 44 $ per month 7€. JIRA JIRA is a Problem and bug tracking software with advanced project management features and functions. Top Features: Create user stories and issues, schedule Sprints Distribute tasks across your entire software team. Prioritize and discuss the work of your team Centralizing your team
communication Discover the real-time reports on the work of your team What is special about this tool: JIRA was developed for software development teams and is thus the perfect IT project management tool. Prices: From 10 USD/month (up to users), 75 USD/month for 15 users, 300 USD/month for 50 users. 8. Notion Notion gives you a
completely different view of project management. It helps to plan and discuss projects, to share everything with the team and to keep an eye on all ideas. Top Features: Keep a personal weekly checklist Take notes Create a task board with flexible drag-and-drop editor Share nest files into each other – like an infinite knowledge base The
special thing about this tool: Notion is like the LEGO set for collaboration software (or Minecraft if you're from a younger generation). It allows you to create workflows that work best for your team, as easily as using a text editor. – Ivan Zhao, co-founder of Notion Pricing: 8 users/month 9. Trello Trello is known for visualizing project tasks on
a cardboard dashboard that is great for short and fast everyday tasks. Top Features: Easy task management on a box Creating unlimited to-do lists Image and File Sharing Organize lists by date or priority Comment and collaboration The special feature of this tool: From startups to Fortune 500 companies, Trello is the most visual way for
teams to collaborate on any project. Prices: Free for personal use, 9.99 USD user/month for business Check out this Trello alternative! 10. Active Collab Active Collab helps your team stay organized while you overgrow emails. Top Features: Time tracking and invoicing Gantt-like timeline for planning Kanban maps Creating multi-user
tasks and deadlines A common team calendar for collaboration What's interesting about this tool: Active Collab is especially ideal for collaboration, with features such as collaborative text editing and @mentions for communication. Prices: From 25 USD/month for the cloud version, from 499 USD for the self-hosted version 11. Redmine
Redmine is an open source project management tool that is made highly flexible by its volunteer community. Top Features: Gantt Charts and Calendar for Planning News Feed and Document - File Management Features for Planning Product Roadmaps Email Notifications Simple Time Recording The special feature of this tool: Redmine
is an open source tool and has multilingual support that could become practical. However, to use this PM tool, you must first download it. Prizes: Free 12. Zoho Projects Zoho Projects is one of the best-known tools for simple project management that can help teams streamline their upcoming work and tasks. Top Features: Task Lists with
Tasks and milestones Time tracking and time tables Gantt diagrams to monitor project progress Document and file management The special feature of this tool: Zoho projects can be integrated with Zoho CRM and other tools to manage almost every aspect of your agency in one system. Pricing: Up to 20 projects 25 USD/month, unlimited
projects 99 USD/month; CRM and other additional functions are included with Price. Check out this Zoho alternative and 21 more best Zoho alternatives for business management! 13. WorkBook WorkBook is a software suite for project and resource management, CRM, collaboration and file sharing, forecasting &amp; accounting. Top
Features: Project and Task Lists Gantt Diagrams Sales Pipeline Customer Portal Financial Functions such as Budgets, Forecasts and Automatic Billing Special about this tool: Not all customers have the same requirements. With WorkBook, you can choose exactly which modules meet your needs and pay only for what you use. Prices: 19
x user/month, at least 30 users 14. FunctionFox FunctionFox has many helpful project management features, such as milestone tracking and budget comparison. It also has a nice user interface, making it pleasant to use. Top Features: Plan Unlimited Tasks and Meetings Interactive Real-Time Reporting Projects with Subtasks and
Milestones Budget Estimates Task Lists and Time Recording Special About This Tool: FunctionFox allows users to create visual management dashboards that can be customized to personal preferences. It's a great way to get a quick overview of your upcoming work and the results of your team. Prices: Starting at 5 USD user/month (35
USD/month for the first user) 15 €. Nutcache Nutcache is an all-in-one project management tool that includes time tracking and billing capabilities. It was built for small teams that bill their customers on a project-based basis. Top Features: Project Management and Tasks Time Recording and Time Accounting Cost Management
Networking Projects and Completed Tasks with Customers What's Interesting About This Tool: Nutcache has a good-looking user interface, excellent for team collaboration and easy project management. Prices: Enter up to 20 users (limited features), 6 USD for project management features, 15 USD for user/month for unlimited features
16. WORKetc WORKetc has integrated CRM, projects, billing, help desk, reporting and collaboration. Top Features: Link timesheets, documents, discussions, notes, contacts, and more to your projects Manage complex project budgets Automatically capture and invoice all revenue activities across all departments Use live support, web
forms, and email to capture support tickets. Suddenly, your sales reps talk to your account managers, and project issues can be assigned to the right person. Prices: Starting at 49 x user/month (first 3 users 65 USD/month) Check out this WORKetc alternative! 17. Cage Cage is about improving the way creative teams and work. It helps
your team manage projects and have active discussions. Top Features: Manage and create projects Notes and comments under Tasks keep track of all revisions Retrieving Approvals from Video Conversations Password Protection for Your Projects What's special about this tool: Cage combines project management and efficient
collaboration. You can schedule projects and organize video calls by using this ONE PM tool. Prices: Starting at 49 USD/month for Teams 18. Paymo Paymo offers a simple but powerful tool that combines project management, work reports and time accounting. Top Features: Track the time for tasks and projects Thorough work reports
dashboard to balance the performance of your team Billing Customers for Completed Tasks Integrated Project Accounting What's interesting about this tool: With Paymo Plus, you can fully automate your time tracking. All you need to do is download the desktop app, let it track your PC usage, and at the end of each day, categorize all
your time entries. Prices: Free and paid plans starting at 9.56 USD user/month 19. Brightpod Brightpod is a web-based project management and time tracking software for digital marketing &amp; creative teams. Top Features: Projects with tasks, priorities, and milestones Editorial calendar logging time under each Task Individual
Dashboards for Team Members In-App Communication and File Sharing The special feature of this tool: When you create a project, you can use preset pod templates for faster setup and individual project experience. Prices: Starting at 29 USD/month for 10 users 20 € LiquidPlanner LiquidPlanner is a collaboration tool that combines
project management and time recording. Top Features: Estimate a realistic timeline to complete tasks and schedule task-specific collaboration boards Adding notes to projects The special thing about this tool: LiquidPlanner has an interesting methodology for project management – it helps teams set realistic deadlines based on best-case
and worst-case scenarios. Prices: Starting at 39 X user/month, annually billed 21st Weekdone Weekdone is a weekly reporting and targeting tool for small teams that allows managers and executives to get a clear overview of short- and long-term progress. Top Features: Weekly Status Reporting Quarterly Goals and Key Results (OKRs)
Graphical Metric Dashboard Private 1-on-1 Feedback The special thing about this tool is that when most project tools focus on either weekly status reports or long-term goals, Weekdone covers both. Employees can link their weekly tasks to quarterly goals so that their work is aligned with the right goals. Prices: Free for small teams, from
49 USD/month for larger teams 22€ . Bitrix24 provides a complete suite of social collaboration, communication and management tools for your team. Top Features: Social Intranet for Internal Communication Gantt Diagrams Employee Workload Management Customer Relationship Management Phone Integration The special feature of
this tool: Bitrix24 has a variety of features from Project management on integrated telephone and HR system or internal e-mails. Prices: Free plan, paid plans with more memory starting at 39 USD/month Check out this Bitrix24 alternative! 23. With Redbooth Redbooth, you can manage your projects the way you want, with kanban boards
or lists to organize tasks, and time tracking to see where your day is going. Or if you're not sure where to start, there's a library of project templates to start your projects with one click. Top Features: Simple Project and Task Planning Shared virtual team workspaces HD video conferencing for collaboration Productivity Reports for
managers and team leaders iOS or Android applications The special thing about this tool: Unlike most PM tools, Redbooth's business package gives you everything you need to see and hear your team members. Get the tools for unlimited high-definition video conferencing, direct messages, voice calls, and business chats to stay on
everyone's schedule. Prices: Starting at 5 x user/month 24. Microsoft Project Microsoft Project helps optimize project, resource, and portfolio management. This project tool is used by more than 20 million users. Top Features: Project Planning &amp; Calculation Resource Management Reporting &amp; Business Intelligence Integrated
Project Templates Project Schedules What's special about this tool: Prices: Starting at 30 USD/User for Cloud Platform, starting at 1,159 USD for local software (for a PC) Check out this Microsoft Project alternative! 25. MindGenius (formerly Barvas) MindGenius is designed for companies that want to increase personal, team, and
organizational effectiveness. It helps you easily capture and visualize information and turn ideas into actionable project plans and tasks. Dynamic views make it easy to switch between, planning, Gantt chart, and tasks. Identify dependencies, milestones, constraints, and critical path. Top Features: Task Management with Task Board Mind
Mapping Tools Internal Communication Shared workspace What's special about this tool: MindGenius provides a mind mapping feature that includes the basic facts, assumptions, and expectations that your stakeholders need to know and agree on. Prices: Different subscription and permanent models. 26. ClickUp ClickUp is a project
management platform that focuses on efficient task management. The fully customizable features of ClickUp are designed for teams of all sizes and industries, making it a must-have for agile teams who want to keep everything from design to development in an intuitive location. Top features: 3 different views (board, List) Assign
Comments 52 customizable features for each project (status, agent, clickups) Elegant hierarchy to keep projects simple as they grow tools like 'Smart Search' and 'Smart Estimates' make you more productive over time What's special about this tool: ClickUp's beautiful design and and User experience in an otherwise boring room reflects
what Slack has done with communication. Prices: Free for up to 100MB, Premium for 5x user/month 27. Avaza Avaza is a simple project management tool that lets you collaborate on projects with both your team and customers. You can also track your time and invoice your customers. Top Features: Task Management on a cardboard-
style interface Automatic task reminders Flexible time recording and timesheet approvals Sending quotes and invoices in moments The special thing about this tool: Every project in Avaza has a user-friendly email address. Simply forward emails from your Avaza-registered email address to instantly convert them into tasks. Prices: Start
for free with up to 5 projects, 39.95 USD for unlimited projects Read next: 16 Best Employee Timesheet Software for Efficient Time Management 28. Teamweek Teamweek is a timeline-based project management tool that allows teams to schedule their upcoming tasks and meetings in a shared calendar. Top Features: Simple project
management Gantt chart interface Drag-and-drop-task management Working time hourly Monitoring of the availability of your team members The special feature of this tool: Teamweek serves as an add-on to more comprehensive project management tools, which makes scheduling super easy. If you're looking for a cool scheduling tool,
check it out! Prices: Free for up to 5 members, 39 dollars for larger teams 29th 10,000ft Plans 10,000ft Plans is a visual project management application with strong features in resource planning and forecasting. Top Features: Resource Management Project and Task Management Task Delegation Project and Resource Matching Detailed
Project Reports Time recording The special feature of this tool: 10,000ft provides a comprehensive overview of each project, making the result easier to plan, plan, and estimate. With a beautiful interface, this tool is suitable for creatives of all sizes. Prizes: Starting at 10 x user/month 30. Teamwork Projects Teamwork Projects improves
team collaboration and helps creative teams organize their work and tasks. Top Features: Project Planning on Gantt Charts Time tracking and reporting Customizable features in each project Task Lists with Milestone Management Subtasks Comprehensive User Permissions Reporting What's special about this tool is that teamwork
projects are easy to use and equipped with features. The tool integrates seamlessly with Teamwork.com's other two products. Teamwork Desk and Teamwork Chat. Prices: From 49 $/month 31 €. Freedcamp Freedcamp will provide you with whether you have wedding plans, organize a camping trip or lead a work project. Work from home
or office. Top Features: Task Lists &amp; Status Management Shared Team Calendar Project Templates Problem Tracker What's special about this tool: How to sticky notes? You're lucky! Freedcamp uses Kanban board with Notes on managing tasks. Prices: Free plan, paid add-ons 32. Advantage Advantage is a project management
software designed for a great user experience – clean interface and simple functionality. Top Features: Manage time, tasks and expenses Automate and speed up the work Manage the activities Of prospects and customers manage detailed reports and forecasts What is special about this tool: Advantage is best for agencies. Prices: On
request 33. Easy Project Easy Project is a simple, visual and intuitive project management software. Top Features: Gantt chart Risk Management Portfolio Management Project Templates The special feature of this tool: Easy Project fits a number of different industries, from IT and software development to educational or voluntary
projects. 34. ProWorkflow ProWorkflow makes it easy to assign employees, track time, or reschedule projects. Top Features: Dashboard for an overview of your workload Assigning Tasks View Workload via Teams Manage Files Manage Invoices and Quotes What's special about this tool: Convenient mobile application allows you to track
time, communicate and do tasks on the go. Prices: Starting at 22 USD Per/Users for Teams Check out this ProWorkflow alternative! 35. Smartsheet Smartsheet is ideal for managing and automating collaborative work. Top Features: Project Plans and Schedule ProgramRollups Resource Management Budget Tracking Strategic Planning
The special thing about this tool: Smartsheet is trusted by over 50% of the Fortune 500. Prices: Starting at 15 USD month/users for teams Check out this Smartsheet alternative! 36. Celoxis Celoxis provides comprehensive enterprise project management software. Top Features: Advanced Planning Gantt Charts Project Tracking Financial
Management Reporting Analytics What's special about this tool: Depending on your team's needs, Celoxis offers both SaaS and On Premise options. Prices: Starting at USD 25 for cloud solution, USD 450/user for on-premises solution 37. Insightly Insightly is a powerful CRM with a project and business management feature set. Top
Features: Leads, Contacts, Organizations, Partners, Suppliers, and Suppliers Track Project Activities and Performance through Milestones View Your Business by Testimonials with Task Dashboard, Activity Sets, Reports, and More What's Special about This Tool: Insightly CRM is tailored to every level of experience—from the first CRM
user to sales experts. Prices: Starting at 15 $ per month/user for Teams 38. Copper project copper project simplifies work processes as and invaluable leadership tool, from large multinational projects to small, home-based companies. Top Features: Collaborative Project and Task Views Project Templates Task Timer File Sharing The
special feature of this tool: Copper provides simplicity in project resource management and communication. Communication. As low as $49/month €39. Clarizen Clarizen Clarizen's cloud-based project management software has one goal: to move your business forward. Top Features: Unlimited number of projects Automated and
repeatable processes, alerts and workflows Social Collaboration Budget Tracking &amp; Expense Management The special thing about this tool: Clarizen offers configurable workflows – adapt clarizen to your company's business processes, not the other way around. Prices: Starting at 60 x user/month 40. ProjectManager.com
ProjectManager.com is a project planning software that is fully integrated into Google Apps, Microsoft Word, Excel and Project. From planning to tracking progress and reporting, it provides a complete suite of tools to help you achieve your project goals and manage your team. Top Features: Task Management Tools Gantt Diagrams
Project Planner Timesheets The special thing about this tool is that ProjectManager.com is useful for remote teams because you share and discuss projects online, create group discussions, and invite team members to chat online or mobile. Prices: From 15 $ user/month 41. Highrise Highrise is the right, more thoughtful way to keep track
of the people, conversations, and tasks that are your company's lifelines top features: Save important emails documents and files control what with simple privacy settings you can track important tasks assigning tasks to team members What's special about this tool: Highrise is designed to simplify your workflow, no more, no less – as
easy as that! Prices: From 24 USD/month for small teams, from 49 USD/month for larger teams Read more
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